
Fitness equipment is expensive and becoming more difficult to buy, given present
circumstances! Sometimes you can make a perfectly suitable stand-in for the most popular
fitness equipment with materials laying around the house or with a quick trip to the big-box
store near you. Your muscles can't tell the difference between these hacks and the
equipment at the gym, but your wallet will! Here are some examples:
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Equipment: Dumbbell / step / barbell plate

Material: Full- and Half- Cinder Blocks, 2 feet of 2x2 lumber,
strap (ratchet strap is best).

Weight: Full blocks weigh in at 30 pounds, and the half
blocks are 20 pounds. 

Cost to buy: <$5 per dumbbell (normally, weights typically
sell for $1.50- $3.00 PER POUND!)

Conversion to a dumbbell, all you need is a short piece of 2x2 for a “handle”, and a
ratchet strap to secure it to the block. If you do not have a 2x2, you could rip a 2x4 in
half on a table saw, and soften the corners with some sand paper. 
NOTE: There are many exercises that can be done with the blocks as they are,
without adding the handle! 
Check out this video coach Tim shot with 50 cinder block exercises, as well as a
guide on how to attach the handle to the block using a strap:
https://youtu.be/Vkbb1IBC4Vs

NOTES:

https://youtu.be/Vkbb1IBC4Vs
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Equipment: Barbell

Material: Metal or PVC Pipe (at least 3-4 feet long).

Additional Use: barbell, stretching aid for shoulders, foam
roller, use with resistance bands 

Cost to buy: <$10

Barbell:Attach weights to the ends (securely).Can use clamps or something similar to
secure in place
Stretching aid:great for stretching the shoulders
Roll bar for abdominal work: if you have round plates that fit on, use it as an ab roller!
Self myofascial release (muscle compression): great for rolling out those sore quads
and calves

NOTES:
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Material: A rubbermaid plastic tote, 2 handles (like from
resistance tubing), 3 ratchet straps, rope, carabiner, and
something heavy (rocks, bag of flour, anything heavy that
can fit inside the tote)

Cost to buy: $10-15

The ratchet strap acts as an anchor to attach the rope and handles with the carabiner
Exercises include seated rope pulls, uphill drags (sprinting or just walking)
Great for increasing general power and stamina
Check out coach Tim’s video where he walks you through everything you need to
know about making a sled, and some of the best exercises to do with it: 
 https://youtu.be/aWyW4d-oj18

NOTES:

https://youtu.be/aWyW4d-oj18
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Equipment: Ruck Plate, weighted vest

Material: 1.5 x 1.5 ft of plywood,  10-300 lbs of weight (flatter
is better), backpack with laptop sleeve..

Weight: 10-300 lbs

Cost to buy: < $2-20 (depending on what you find for
weights)

“Ruck plate” for added resistance during power walks/hikes, and can be used as a
weighted vest for other bodyweight exercises,  keeping the hands free. 
“Rucking” is simply walking/hiking with a weighted pack. Inspired by the military “ruck
march” where soldiers traverse across a variety of terrain, and do other exercises
with weighted rucksack as part of training for combat missions. A ruck plate is a lap-
top sized weight that can fit into the sleeve, which distributes the weight and holds it
right up against the back for comfort
Get a flat piece of plywood for the plate, or any other comparable material, and cut it
to approximately 8”X12”
It is best to find flat, dense weight, like that of a 10-pound barbell plate. Otherwise, fill
multiple sandwich sized ziplock bags with sand or dirt (1-2 pounds each) and glue or
tape to the board. Really, whatever you can find that is heavy/dense/flat and can be
secured to a board
Check out coach Tim’s video where walks you through how to make a ruck plate,
and summarizes it’s uses here: https://youtu.be/Ol9iuN9oDRw

NOTES:

For additional information, please visit:
https://www.fitnessamway.com/broad-scope-narrow-focus-blog
or contact tim.deober@amway.com

https://youtu.be/Ol9iuN9oDRw
https://www.fitnessamway.com/broad-scope-narrow-focus-blog
http://amway.com/

